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The new Caddy 
For whatever comes next 

Love life – drive the new Caddy. Welcome to the 
fifth generation of this popular and versatile vehicle 
– with more digital functions and greater comfort 
and flexibility than ever before.

Illustration includes option at extra charge. Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 03The new Caddy



The new Caddy 
The most popular vehicle in its class – 
now completely revamped, with 
improvements in many areas.

Ultra-digital and closely integrated 
High-resolution Innovision Cockpit2), new 
infotainment systems with touchscreens 
up to 25.4 cm (10 inches)2), shortcuts  
for main functions and Volkswagen  
We Connect3).

Partly automated driving  
The latest generation of driver assistance 
systems, incl. ACC 2.02), 4), 5), “Travel Assist” 
with “Emergency Assist”2), 4), 5), “Trailer 
Assist”2), 4), 6) and lane change system  
“Side Assist” with Rear Traffic Alert2), 4).

Modern design 
Striking new front end with honeycomb 
structure, dynamic, clear lines, and an 
array of improvements to achieve a lower 
drag coefficient.

Three new equipment lines
Keeping the essentials in mind – the new 
Caddy. Supreme comfort: the new Life. 
Refined design: the new Style.

Lower emissions
Two SCR catalytic converters, arranged 
in series, and multiple AdBlue® injection 
significantly reduce NOx emissions from 
the modern generation of engines.7)

Flexible as always.  
More innovative than 
ever

Perfect for everyday use  
Flexible vehicle interior with new 
seating layout, removable single seats 
in the third row1) and plenty of 
storage options.

Premium driving comfort 
Comfortable ergoComfort seats2)  
with electric 4-way lumbar support  
and a very spacious interior.

Proven quality 
Durable materials, high-quality 
workmanship and reliable engines.

1) Standard equipment in the new Maxi, the new Life Maxi and the new Style Maxi. Option at extra charge in the new Kombi, the new Kombi Maxi, the new Caddy, the new Life and the new Style.     2) Option at extra charge.     3) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID 
user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from vehicle handover to register the vehicle on the 
portal.volkswagen-we.com in order to use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     4) Within system thresholds.     5) Only available in conjunction with the dual-clutch gearbox (DSG).     6) Will be 
introduced at a later date.     7) Only available for TDI engines.      Illustration of the materials may vary.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.     Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

Watch the Caddy in action at:  
vwn.de/der-neue-caddy
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Worth celebrating

The new Maxi

The new Caddy The new Life

The new Kombi

The new Style

The new MOVE The new Caddy California

Digitalisation and connectivity

Paint finishes

Driver assistance systems

Wheels and seat upholstery

Drive technologies

Equipment

Equipment lines

Contents

Flexibility and functionality

Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.
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Everything 
in view 

The new Caddy shows exactly what it can 
do – on a wide digital screen. The high-
resolution Innovision Cockpit1) features 
two large displays which provide the driver 
with all essential information. Volkswagen 
We Connect2) brings a wealth of extras, 
and the free app turns your smartphone 
into a remote control.

1) Option at extra charge.     2) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. 
In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from vehicle 
handover to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com in order to use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in 
conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.          Illustration of the materials may vary.          Illustration includes option at extra charge.  Please contact your local 
Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 09The new Caddy – Digitalisation and connectivity



01 Gesture control NEW 
02 Navigation system with 10-inch display1) NEW

03 Voice control1) 
04 Inductive charging function1)

Experience digital progress first-hand in the new Caddy. With your 
fingertips. The touch-sensitive displays recognise the same gestures 
as a smartphone. You can control navigation and multimedia 
functions, the air conditioning and the mobile online services 
from Volkswagen We Connect2).

Enjoy a wealth of extras by supplementing the 25.4 cm (10 in) 
infotainment display of the “Discover Pro”1) navigation system 
with a Digital Cockpit3) to create the Innovision Cockpit1). The high-
resolution 26.0 cm (10.25 in) digital instrument cluster screen is 
perfect for displaying a 3D view of the navigation map, and also 
lets you view the current driving data or your smartphone media 
library. Use the buttons on the multifunction steering wheel to 
scroll conveniently through the playlist, select the next call via 
contact portraits, or activate individual driver assistance systems.

If your hands are occupied, you can now talk to your new Caddy.  
Use your voice to answer phone calls, select a radio station and set 
a navigation destination. Even the air conditioning system listens  
to your commands.1)

02

03

04

Easy functionality 01

1) Option at extra charge.     2) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG.  
For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from vehicle handover to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com in order to use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     3) Standard equipment in the 
new Style. Option at extra charge in the new Caddy and the new Life.     Illustration of the materials may vary.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 11The new Caddy – Digitalisation and connectivity



Volkswagen We Connect1) makes driving a more digital, closely 
integrated and comfortable experience. The integrated eSIM card 
means you can be online whenever you like. All you have to do is use 
your Volkswagen ID to activate your chosen mobile online services. 
You can then use your smartphone app, the infotainment system 
display, or even your laptop at home to access your new Caddy. The 
free We Connect1) basic package comes with plenty of useful tools. 
For example, you can view the status of your vehicle at any time 
and use the app to check that the windows are closed.

We Connect Plus1), 2) opens up the world of mobile online services. 
The premium package builds on the basic range of services. It 
features Remote Ventilation Control3), 4), an Online Anti-Theft Alarm3) 
and current Online Traffic Information. And the intuitive Online 
Voice Control3) helps your new Caddy to hear you loud and clear.

You can also access the In-Car Shop1) in the vehicle. This is where 
you can add extra functions, e.g. navigation software for the 
“Ready 2 Discover” radio system via We Upgrade5), or purchase 
Streaming & Internet data plans. All services can be found on page 53.

01 We Connect Plus Streaming & Internet1), 2) NEW

02 We Connect Plus Online Auxiliary Heater1), 2), 6) 
03 In-Car Shop1) NEW

01

Your direct line 
to the new Caddy
1) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days 
from vehicle handover to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com in order to use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     2) At extra cost once the initial We Connect Plus service period expires.      
3) Item depends on the vehicle equipment and the available services.     4) Only available in conjunction with the “Climatronic” two-zone air conditioning system and the auxiliary water heater with remote control.     5) To use We Upgrade items you need a Volkswagen ID user account, a valid We Connect 
contract, and you must be an authorised primary user, meaning your user account is linked to the specific vehicle. The vehicle must also have the technical functions and hardware required for the relevant We Upgrade. The primary user can view the We Upgrade functions available for each vehicle in the 
online shop or In-Car Shop.      6) Only available in conjunction with the optional auxiliary water heater with remote control.     7) Only available in conjunction with the Streaming & Internet package.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details 
of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

We Connect1) includes: 

Breakdown Call
Parking Position
Automatic Accident Notification NEW

Vehicle Status
Doors and Lights
Vehicle Health Report 
Driving Data
Service Scheduling

We Connect Plus1), 2) offers: 

Online Traffic Information
Online Map Update NEW

Online Voice Control NEW

Online Anti-Theft Alarm
Online Auxiliary Heater6)

Remote Ventilation Control4) NEW

Media Streaming7) NEW

Wi-Fi Hotspot7) NEW

Volkswagen We Connect1) can do even more. You can find a complete list of services on vwn.de/mod and in the 
catalogue on page 53.

More online services. The free We Connect1) package features an array of handy services and vehicle functions. 
We Connect Plus1), 2) provides even more functions.

03

02
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Fun for everyone 

The Caddy copes with almost anything. 
Ideal for everyday use. Also perfect for 
sport and leisure. For work. And for  
holidays. For city shopping trips and 
countryside excursions. And for a  
thousand other occasions.

Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 15The new Caddy – Flexibility and functionality



Let the adventure begin

Open the two sliding doors and hop on board for the adventure 
of a lifetime. The new Caddy is the perfect companion, adapting 
effortlessly to your daily life. The two-part bench seat in the second 
row can be easily folded down and double-folded, or even removed 
completely. In addition, the bench and the single seat can also be 
removed independently of each other. This leaves plenty of space for 
bulky purchases or even small items of furniture. 

You can also add a tow bar2) to free up more space at the rear.  
The “Premium”1) bicycle carrier carries two bicycles with ease.  
The anti-theft code gives you peace of mind when leaving them  
on the carrier while en route to your next adventure.

01  Foldable, double-folding and removable seats
02 “Premium” bicycle carrier for the tow bar1)

03 Two sliding doors

1) Option at extra charge from Volkswagen Accessories. Will be introduced at a later date.     2) Option at extra charge  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

01

02

03

17The new Caddy – Flexibility and functionality



“Emergency Assist”.1), 2) NEW 

Enhances safety when the driver 
is incapacitated. The system 
initially reacts to inactivity by 
emitting a warning tone, 
vibrating, and then performing 
a safe braking manoeuvre.

Lane change assistant  
“Side Assist”.1), 2) NEW

An LED light unit in the 
relevant exterior mirror 
warns the driver about 
vehicles approaching from 
behind or located in the 
blind spot.

“Rear View”.1), 2)

Automatically applies the brakes 
when parking or driving out of a 
parking space if the parking 
distance sensors or the lane change 
system detects an obstacle

“Lane Assist” lane keeping 
system with counter steering 
assistance.2), 5)

Detects the driver’s own lane 
using a multifunction camera 
and corrects unintentional 
departure from the lane at 
speeds above 60 km/h by 
applying counter-steering.

Helping you to be a better driver
Watch the new and improved driver assistance systems in action at vwn.de/fas

“Travel Assist” with 
“Emergency Assist”.1), 2), 4) 
NEW 

The combined functions of 
ACC 2.0, “Lane Assist” and 
“Emergency Assist” help to 
take the strain on long 
journeys.

“Rear Cross Traffic Alert”.1), 2)  
NEW

When reversing out of a 
parking space, the system 
monitors the road at right 
angles to the parking space, 
registers approaching objects 
and prevents imminent 
collisions through automatic 
braking intervention.

Trailer manoeuvring system 
“Trailer Assist”.1), 2), 3) NEW 

Makes it easier to steer a 
trailer when manoeuvring in 
a perpendicular parking 
space, and helps with precise 
reversing.

Adaptive Cruise Control ACC 2.0 
with “Stop and Go” function.1), 2), 4) 
NEW 

Helps to maintain the correct 
distance to the vehicle in front, 
and restarts the vehicle when 
deactivated briefly in a traffic jam 
or urban congestion.

1) Option at extra charge.     2) Within the system thresholds.     3) Will be introduced at a later date.     4) Only available in conjunction with the dual-clutch gearbox (DSG).     5) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems and is not released from their responsibility to drive 
with the utmost care.     6) Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

“Front Assist” with City 
Emergency Braking.1), 2) NEW

Detects pedestrians, cyclists 
and vehicles in the direction 
of travel and alerts the driver 
to hazardous situations. If the 
driver doesn’t react in time, 
the system responds with 
automatic emergency braking, 
and can even perform an 
evasive manoeuvre in critical 
driving situations.

Dynamic Road Sign  
Display.1), 2), 6)

Detects speed limits,  
no-overtaking zones and  
time- and weather-related 
restrictions using a special 
camera, and informs the  
driver via the multifunction 
display.

19The new Caddy – Driver assistance systems



02 Dual-clutch gearbox (DSG).1) The new Caddy can be fitted with an 
adaptive 7-speed dual-clutch gearbox. This enables fully 
automatic, smooth gear changes without interruption of tractive 
power, and it also adapts to the driver’s driving style. You can also 
shift up and down using rocker switches on the steering wheel. 

Improved emission control. NEW Innovative twin dosing significantly 
reduces the NOx emissions from TDI engines compared to the 
previous model. This is achieved through the selective double 
injection of AdBlue® upstream of the two SCR catalytic converters, 
which are arranged in series. A special ammonia slip catalyst 
downstream of the SCR system mitigates the emission of excess 
ammonia.

01 4MOTION all-wheel drive.1), 2) It automatically adapts the power 
transmission to the wheels to the current driving situation. This 
ensures optimum driving characteristics and responsive driving 
dynamics, even on poorly surfaced roads.

Efficient engines. NEU The new Caddy’s four powerful combustion 
engines are some of the most efficient and economical TSI and TDI 
engines ever installed in a vehicle in this class. In-depth research 
and development has resulted in consumption values that set new 
standards and signal the next step in the evolution of petrol and 
diesel technology.Everyday power

02

01

1) Option at extra charge. Not available for all engines.     2) Will be introduced at a later date.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 21The new Caddy – Drive technologies



Aren’t we all 
a little different?  

No two people are alike. Which is why there are 
three new equipment lines for the new Caddy – 
Caddy, Life and Style.

Illustration includes option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 23The new Caddy – Equipment lines



The new Caddy – perfect for young families. 

Being a parent is a full-time job. On your feet 

from early morning to late evening, there’s 

rarely any time to get bored. It seems like the 

offspring can cause the most chaos. Having 

the right car is half the battle. A car that can 

be adapted like child’s play. And a car that 

copes with anything family life throws at it.

Mobile playroom

Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 25The new Caddy – Caddy



The new Caddy 

Series
Highlights

Electrically adjustable and 
heated exterior mirrors
Multifunction steering wheel NEW

“Lane Assist” lane departure warning 
with counter steering assistance2), 3)

Cruise control system 
incl. speed limiter
Driver Alert System
Two sliding doors
Electric childproof lock NEW

Luggage compartment cover, roll-up

Optional 
equipment

Panoramic sunroof NEW

Lane change assistant “Side Assist” 
with Blind Spot Monitor2) NEW

7-speed dual-clutch gearbox (DSG)
Two removable individual seats in the 
third row NEW

Keyless starting system
Keyless Start NEW

Additional standard and optional equipment for the 
new Caddy can be found from page 44 onwards. 

Also available as the new Maxi.

01 Panoramic sunroof1) NEW

02  Folding tables in the passenger 
compartment1)

03  Electrically adjustable and heated 
exterior mirrors

Children rarely sit still. Door open, door closed, light 
on, light off, music up, music down: The new Caddy 
comes along for the ride! For example, the two single 
seats1) in the third row can be removed, either 
together or separately, to make way for bulky items. 
Safety is and remains our priority. Which is why this 
hard-wearing all-rounder comes with curtain airbags 
for the outer seats in all rows as standard. Extra 
comfort comes courtesy of “Front Assist” with City 
Emergency Braking System2) and “Lane Assist”2), 3), 
which performs counter steering assistance to warn 
the driver if the vehicle is straying out of its lane. 

02

03

01

1) Option at extra charge.     2) Within the system thresholds.     3) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems and is not released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local 
Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 27The new Caddy – Caddy



The new Life – comfort in action. 

Recreation requires room. Outdoor enthusiasts are 

especially aware of this. It’s pretty tricky to fit dog boxes, 

paragliders and mountain bikes in small luggage 

compartments. And you can forget about collapsible 

boats! If you need some leftover space for comfort, 

then the new Life is the vehicle for you. It is the perfect 

way to explore the natural world at your leisure.

In tune with nature

Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 29The new Caddy – Life



The new Life 

Series
Highlights

16-inch “Vienna” alloy wheels NEW

Electrically adjustable, heated and 
folding exterior mirrors NEW

Roof rails in black
“Trialog” cloth seat upholstery NEW

Roof gallery
Folding front passenger seat
Lumbar support in the driver seat and 
front passenger seats
We Connect Plus5)

Optional 
equipment

230 V socket NEW

“Travel Assist” 
with “Emergency Assist”1), 2), 3) NEW

Dynamic Road Sign Display
Discover Media navigation system with 
25.4 cm (10 in) colour touchscreen NEW

Keyless access locking and starting 
system “Keyless Advanced”6) NEW

Additional standard and optional equipment for the 
new Life can be found from page 44 onwards.

Also available as the new Life Maxi.

05

01 Roof gallery 
02  “Travel Assist” with ACC 2.0,  

“Lane Assist” and “Emergency Assist”1), 2), 3) NEW

03 Drawers under the front seats 
04 H7 halogen headlights
05 Luggage compartment

01

02

03

04

The Life has space for everything you might need to 
enjoy a day trip. Double-fold the rear seat bench (split ⅔ 
to ⅓) forwards to create a practical loading bay. There’s 
more than enough room for a collapsible canoe, two 
paddles and a large picnic basket. And after an action-
packed day on the water you can enjoy a relaxed journey 
home. “Travel Assist”1), 2), 3) combines the lane keeping 
system “Lane Assist”2), 4) with Adaptive Cruise Control 
ACC 2.01), 2), 3), helping to guide you home safely. Adaptive 
lane centring also helps to keep you on the right track.

1) Option at extra charge.     2) Within the system thresholds.     3) Only available in conjunction with the dual-clutch gearbox (DSG).     4) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems and is not 
released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care.     5) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, 
a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from vehicle handover to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com 
in order to use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     6) Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment 
system.     Golf GTI, fuel consumption in l/100 km: urban between 8.2 and 7.8, extra-urban between 5.5 and 5.3, combined between 6.4 and 6.3; combined CO2 emissions: between 148 and 145; efficiency class: D.     Please contact 
your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 31The new Caddy – Life



Next-generation 
style

The new Style – elegantly modern. Sometimes 

it’s all about doing things in style. For young 

and old alike. A nice-looking profile, an eye-

catching face, a few aesthetic touches – and 

you’re off to the races. The new Style is a 

prime example.

Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 33The new Caddy – Style



The new Style

Series
Highlights

LED headlights NEW

LED tail light clusters NEW

Radiator grille 
with two chrome trim strips NEW

Chrome trim on the sides 
and at the rear NEW

Silver roof rails
Digital Cockpit NEW

Leather multifunction steering wheel
“Climatronic” two-zone air conditioning 
system incl. AirCare
Keyless starting system 
Keyless Start NEW

“ArtVelours” microfleece seat 
upholstery. 
We Connect Plus2), 3)

“Front Assist” with City Emergency 
Braking and with pedestrian/cyclist 
protection and swerve support4) NEW

Optional 
equipment

18-inch “Monterosso” alloy wheels NEW

“Discover Pro” navigation system 
with 25.4 cm (10 in) colour 
touchscreen NEW

Additional standard and optional equipment for the 
new Style can be found from page 44 onwards. 

Also available as the new Maxi Style.

01  “Front Assist” with City Emergency Braking 
 and with pedestrian and cyclist monitoring4) NEW

02 Leather multifunction steering wheel
03 Privacy glass in the passenger compartment
04  18-inch “Monterosso” alloy wheels1) NEU

 02

03

04

The new Style is an elegant combination of new features 
and established favourites. The popular vehicle concept, 
the high-quality workmanship and the impressive 
flexibility are combined with features never previously 
seen in a Caddy. These include the 18-inch “Monterosso” 
alloy wheels1), available for the first time in this model, 
the Innovision Cockpit1) – which consists of the Digital 
Cockpit and “Discover Pro” navigation system with 
25.4 cm (10 in) colour touchscreen1) – and plenty of  
We Connect2) and We Connect Plus2), 3) services. They also 
enable you to access the vehicle data and the vehicle 
itself remotely. The road ahead is clear, too. Standard 
features include LED headlights and tail light clusters, 
chrome trim strips at the front, on the sides and rear, 
along with a silver roof railing – the perfect finishing 
touches for life with your new Caddy.

01

1) Option at extra charge.     2) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG.  
For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from vehicle handover to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com in order to use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     3) At extra cost once the 
initial We Connect Plus service period expires.     4) Within the system thresholds.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 35The new Caddy – Style



The new MOVE 
Series highlights

Exterior

LED headlights NEW

17-inch “Colombo” alloy wheels in Dark Graphite, 
burnished finish NEW 
Panoramic sunroof NEW

Privacy glass in the passenger compartment
Decorative film5) with “MOVE” lettering

Interior

Leather multifunction steering wheel
“Trialog” cloth seat upholstery with coloured 
stitching NEW

Function

“Composition” radio system with 20.9 cm (8.25 in) 
touchscreen NEW

ParkPilot front and rear NEW

Power closing for sliding doors and boot lid

Plus package Optional equipment

18-inch “Monterosso” alloy wheels in  
Giallo Evros, black gloss NEW

LED headlights with poor weather light NEW

LED tail light clusters NEW

ergoComfort seat (AGR) for the driver NEW

Digital Cockpit NEW

“Discover Media” navigation system with 25.4 cm  
(10 in) touchscreen NEW

High-gloss infotainment system trim NEW

Adaptive Cruise Control ACC 2.0 3), 4) NEW

“Climatronic” two-zone air conditioning system  
incl. AirCare
Keyless locking and starting system 
“Keyless Advanced” NEW

The new MOVE is based on the new Life. Additional 
standard and optional equipment for the new Life 
can be found from page 44 onwards.

Also available as the new MOVE Maxi.

01

03

02

Life is for living
The new MOVE

The limited-edition MOVE touches everybody: youthful, urban 

and trendy. It combines the large panoramic sunroof, privacy 

glass and gloss-machined 17-inch “Colombo” alloy wheels with 

digital features. The exclusive optional “Plus” package includes 

the “Discover Media” navigation system, a multifunction 25.4-cm 

(10 in) display, enhanced gesture control, We Connect Plus1), 2), 

“Keyless Advanced” and ACC 2.03), 4).

01 “Trialog” cloth seat upholstery 
02 LED headlights
03 Privacy glass

1) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online 
with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from vehicle handover to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com in order to use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in 
conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     2) At extra cost once the initial We Connect Plus service period expires.     3) Within the system thresholds.     4) Only available in conjunction with the dual-clutch gearbox (DSG).     5) After 
one to three years, decorative films may show signs of use and ageing, especially when exposed to direct sun. In very hot climates already during the first year. If the decorative film remains on the vehicle for a longer period, visual differences may 
become apparent between the area of the paint finish protected by the decorative film and the uncovered areas.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment 
and optional extras available in your country. 37The new Caddy – MOVE



01 Free-standing rear tent3), 5) NEW

02 Bed with dished springs NEW

03 Pull-out mini-kitchen3), 4) NEW 

Life on the open road
The new Caddy California

Camp wherever and whenever you feel like it. The Caddy California1) 

makes it all possible. The bed in the everyday 5-seater is more 

comfortable than ever before. Other standard features include privacy 

curtains, practical stowage pockets and a folding table with two folding 

chairs. The Caddy California now has a mini-kitchen for the first time3), 

4). Another optional extra is the rear tent3), 5) with inflatable air linkage. 

These features turn the new Caddy California1) into a small holiday 

apartment on wheels.

02

03

The new Caddy California1) 
Series highlights

Exterior

Roof rails in black
Folding table and two folding chairs
Ventilation grille with insect guard for the driver 
door and front passenger door NEW

Interior

Folding bed (1,980 mm x 1,070 mm) with dished 
springs, comfortable mattress and removable cover 
NEW

Shades on all windows
Stowage pockets on the rear side windows
Manual lumbar support for the driver seat and front 
passenger seat
Drawers under the front seats
Folding tables2) incl. drink holders on the front seat 
backrests
Dimmable LED spotlights above the bed NEW

Surround lighting in the rear lid NEW

12 V socket and USB-C port NEW

Optional equipment

Permanent kitchen module3), 4) with pull-out single-
ring gas cooker and folding cover. Also with drawers 
and cutlery box NEW

Free-standing rear tent5) (approx. 2,100 mm long, 
2,100 mm wide, 2,250 mm high) with inflatable air 
linkage NEW

17-inch “Colombo” alloy wheels in Black, burnished 
finish, with glaze varnish in gold beige

The new Caddy California is based on the new 
Caddy. Additional standard and optional equipment 
for the new Caddy can be found from page 44 
onwards.

Also available as the new Caddy California Maxi.1) 01

1) Will be introduced at a later date.     2) The folding tables may only be used when the vehicle is stationary.     3) Option at extra charge.     4) Only in conjunction with a camper van registration.     5) The pictured tent is supplied by Volkswagen Zubehör GmbH 
and may differ from the standard version. Will be introduced at a later date.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 39The new Caddy – Caddy California



01  Maxi with seven seats – 
second row, split ⅔ to ⅓,  
third row of seats with two single 
seats 

02 Extra-wide Maxi sliding doors
03  Maxi with large luggage 

compartment – second and third 
seat row removed

Looking for a stretch limo?
The new Maxi

Time to stretch out. The new Maxi is 353 mm longer. So there’s 

plenty more space for you. And plenty more fun for the little 

ones on long journeys, and when getting in and out. The new 

844 mm sliding doors on the new Maxi are 143 mm wider than  

on the short wheelbase version. A luxury you and your family 

shouldn’t go without.

02

03

01

Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 41The new Caddy – Maxi



The new Caddy Kombi 
Series highlights

Exterior

Grey bumpers, black exterior mirror housing and 
door handles
16-inch black steel wheels with wheel trims NEW

Sliding door, right-hand side1)

Interior

Full panelling in the cab and passenger compartment 
NEW

Carpet floor covering
Roof gallery and plenty of other stowage 
compartments
“Double Grid” cloth seat upholstery NEW

3-seater bench seat in the second row, split 2/3 to 1/3, 
each of which can be folded, double-folded and 
removed

Function

Electrically adjustable exterior mirrors NEW

Electric windows NEW 
Instrument cluster with multifunction display
16.5 cm (6.5 in) CAR menu display with a USB 
charging port NEW

“Front Assist” with City Emergency Braking and with 
pedestrian/cyclist protection and swerve support2) NEW

“Lane Assist” lane keeping system2), 3) 
Cruise control system incl. speed limiter

Safety

Electric childproof lock NEW

eCall Emergency System NEW

Driver Alert System
Electronic parking brake with Auto Hold function NEW

Front, side and curtain airbags in the cab
Curtain airbags in the passenger compartment NEW

Seat-occupied recognition system for all seats NEW

Additional standard and optional equipment for the 
new Kombi can be found from page 44 onwards.

Also available as the new Kombi Maxi.

01

02

The Kombi is your best option if you need a new Caddy for professional as well as 

private use. The robust 5-seater has all the features that have made the Caddy a  

best-seller – hard-wearing materials, high-quality workmanship and a flexible interior. 

New features include the fully panelled passenger compartment and the curtain 

airbags for the second seat row. This makes the new Kombi safer and more comfortable 

than ever before.

Two in one
The new Kombi

01 Variable passenger compartment 
02 Roof gallery

1) Two Maxi sliding doors come as standard on the new Kombi Maxi.     2) Within the system thresholds.      3) The driver must be prepared at all times to override the assist systems and is not released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care.     Illustrations show the Kombi Maxi with 
options at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 43The new Caddy – Kombi



• Standard equipment    • Optional equipment    – Not available

06 08
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0201
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Metallic paint finishes

Solid paint finishes

Pearl effect paint finish

Paint finishes Paint finishes Kombi Caddy Life Style

Solid paint finishes

01 Candy White ● ● ● ●

02 Cherry Red ● ● ● ●

03  Pure Grey ● — — —
04 Bright Orange ● — — —

Metallic paint finishes

05 Reflex Silver ● ● ● ●

06  Mojave Beige ● ● ● ●

07  Costa Azul NEW ● ● ● ●

08  Golden Green NEW ● ● ● ●

09 Fortana Red ● ● ● ●

10 Indium Grey ● ● ● ●

11  Copper Bronze NEW ● ● ● ●

12 Starlight Blue ● ● ● ●

Pearl effect paint finish

13  Deep Black ● ● ● ●

The illustrations on these pages can only be used as a guide because the colours cannot be reproduced realistically in print.     Illustrations include 
option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your 
country. 45The new Caddy – Paint finishes



Seat upholstery Equipment Kombi Caddy Life Style

Wheels

01  Steel wheel with wheel cover 6.5 J x 16. 
In Black. With 205/60 R 16 tyres 

● ● — —

02   “Vienna” alloy wheels NEW 6.5 J x 16. 
In Brilliant Silver. With 205/60 R 16 tyres

● ● ● —

03  Steel wheel with wheel cover 6.5 J x 17. 
In Silver. With 215/55 R 17 tyres

● ●1) — —

04  “Colombo” alloy wheels NEW 6.5 J x 17. 
In Black Gloss. With 215/55 R 17 tyres 

● ● ● ●

05  Colombo alloy wheel NEW 6.5 J x 17.  
In Black. Burnished surface, 
with glaze varnish in Gold Beige.  
With 215/55 R 17 tyres 

— ●2) — —

06  Colombo alloy wheel NEW 6.5 J x 17.  
In Dark Graphite, burnished surface. 
With 215/55 R 17 tyres 

— — ●3) —

07  “Barahona” alloy wheels NEW 6.5 J x 17. 
In Brilliant Silver. With 215/55 R 17 tyres 

● ● ●1) ●

08   “Monterosso” alloy wheels NEW 7 J x 18. 
In Black Gloss. With 225/45 R 18 tyres

● ● ● ●

All-season tyres 205/60 R 16 or 215/55 R 17 ● ● ● ●

Seat upholstery

01 Cloth seat upholstery, “Double Grid” pattern NEW ● ● — —
02 Cloth seat upholstery, “Trialog” pattern NEW — — ● —
03  Seat upholstery with “ArtVelours” microfleece 

centre seat panels, leather-look seat cushion 
bolsters NEW

— — ● ●

04  Leatherette seat upholstery, “Pure Diamond” 
pattern NEU

● ● — —
03

04

02

01

Wheels

1) Standard equipment in the Maxi versions. Depending on the engine/gearbox combination.     2) Option at extra charge. Exclusive to the new Caddy California.     3) Standard equipment in the new MOVE.     The illustrations on these pages can only be used as a guide because the colours cannot be 
reproduced realistically in print.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country.

16" 18"
080201

17"
0705 060403

47The new Caddy – Wheels and seat upholstery



• Standard equipment    • Optional equipment    – Not available

04

05

06

06

Equipment Kombi Caddy Life Style

Cockpit (continued)

Drawers under the front seats ● ● ● ●

Roof gallery with storage tray4) ● ● ● ●

Centre console with two drink holders ● ● — —
Centre console with height-adjustable centre 
armrest, stowage compartment and two drink 
holders

— ● ● ●

“Plus” multifunction display ● ● ● —
Digital Cockpit NEW ● ● ● ●

Innovision Cockpit5) NEW ● ● ● ●

Electric windows ● ● ● ●

Carpeted floor ● ● ● ●

Carpet floor mats ● ● ● ●

LED interior lighting ● ● ● ●

12 V socket in the dash panel ● ● ● ●

 12 V socket in the front of the centre console ● ● ● ●

Infotainment and connectivity

CAR menu display with function keys ● — — —
“Composition Audio” radio system NEW ● ● — —
“Composition” radio systemNEW ● ● ● ●

“Ready 2 Discover” radio system NEW ● ● ● ●

“Discover Media” navigation system NEW ● ● ● ●

“Discover Pro” navigation system NEW ● ● ● ●

Digital radio DAB+ ● ● ● ●

Voice control ● ● ● ●

Bluetooth hands-free set ● ● ● ●

App-Connect ● ● ● ●

“Comfort” mobile telephone interface including 
inductive charging function NEW

● ● ● ●

USB-C port with charging and data function in the 
cockpit NEW

● ● — —

Two USB-C ports with charging and 
data function in the cockpit NEW

● ● ● ●

Two USB-C ports with charging function on the 
centre console in the passenger compartment NEW

— ● ● ●

05 “Composition Audio” radio system. The system 
with a 16.5 cm (6.5 in) colour touch display and up to 
four loudspeakers has one integrated USB-C port and 
one Bluetooth telephone interface.

06 “Composition” radio system. In addition to the 
functions of the “Composition Audio” radio system, 
the system has a 20.9 cm (8.25 in) colour touch 
display, six loudspeakers, two USB-C ports in the 
centre console, and a Bluetooth interface. The system 
supports WeConnect6) and We Connect Plus6), 7).

07 “Ready 2 Discover” radio system. In addition to 
the functions of the “Composition” radio system, the 
system has a 25.4 cm (10 in) colour touch display and 
a smartphone integration function. The system also 
comes with the option of purchasing the navigation 
functions in the In-Car Shop and activating them at a 
later date.

“Discover Media” navigation system. The system 
with a 25.4 cm (10 in) colour touch display and six 
loudspeakers provides 2D/3D navigation, a varied 
selection of map options, free online map updates, 
We Connect6) and We Connect Plus6), 7).

08 “Discover Pro” navigation system. In addition to 
the functions of the “Discover Media” navigation 
system, the system comes with voice control, 
wireless8) App-Connect, Streaming & Internet and 
WeConnect Plus6), 9) for three years. We Connect 
Upgrades10) can be purchased as required. The high-
end system can also display the navigation map in the 
Digital Cockpit2), and enables Dynamic Road Sign 
Display as standard.

05

06

07

0804

01 01 Electrically adjustable, heated, folding exterior 
mirrors. Fold in automatically when the vehicle is 
locked using the remote control.

02 Leather multifunction steering wheel. Pleasant to 
the touch, and extremely user-friendly. You can use 
the buttons to control features including the radio and 
navigation system, a mobile phone, and the cruise 
control system. Vehicles with a dual-clutch gearbox 
(DSG) have extra paddles for responsive gear changes. 

03 Direct access button module. The module is 
arranged centrally around the hazard warning lights 
button and uses shortcuts for easy access to major 
functions such as driver assistance systems, air 
conditioning functions and parking assistance systems. 
The module is installed in all radio systems from the 
“Composition” onwards.

Light & Sight operating module. Various functions for 
controlling the headlights and the heated windscreen 
are grouped in a central control module to the left of 
the instrument cluster or Digital Cockpit2). 

Linear roof module. The LED interior lighting can be 
operated with touch control. The Information Call and 
Breakdown Call, the button for the front passenger 
airbag and the mandatory emergency call button are 
also within easy reach in the module.

04 ergoComfort seat (AGR). The comfort seat, which 
has been certified as back-friendly by Aktion Gesunder 
Rücken (AGR) e.V.3), features a comprehensive range of 
settings designed to support the spine. In addition to 
adjustment of the seat length, seat height, seat depth, 
seat tilt, backrest and head restraint, the ergoComfort 
seat features electric 4-way lumbar support.

Equipment Kombi Caddy Life Style

Design

Grey bumpers ● ● — —
 Bumpers in body colour ● ● ● ●

Painted black exterior mirror housing NEW — ● ● ●

Door handles in body colour — ● ● ●

 Radiator grille without chrome trim strip NEW ● ● — —
 Radiator grille with two chrome trim strips NEW — — ● ●

Chrome trim strips on the sides and at the rear NEW — — — ●

Panoramic sunroof1) NEW — ● ● ●

Roof rails in black ● ● ● —
 Silver roof rails ● ● ● ●

 H7 headlights ● ● ● —
Fog lights with cornering light ● ● — —
 LED headlights NEW ● ● ● ●

Static turning light and poor weather light for LED 
headlights

● ● ● ●

 LED tail light clusters NEW ● ● ● ●

Electrically adjustable exterior mirrors ● — — —
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors ● ● — —
 Electrically adjustable, heated, 
folding exterior mirrors NEW

● ● ● ●

Cockpit

Dash panel with multiple stowage compartments 
and illuminated glove box NEW

● ● ● ●

Matt infotainment system trim NEW ● ● ● —
High-gloss infotainment system trim NEW — — — ●

Multifunction steering wheel ● ● ● —
Leather multifunction steering wheel ● ● ● ●

Light & Sight operating module NEW ● ● ● ●

Direct access button module NEW ● ● ● ●

Linear roof module NEW ● ● ● ●

Driver seat with height adjuster ● ● ● ●

Driver seat and passenger seat with height adjuster ● ● ● ●

Front passenger seat with folding seat ● ● ● ●

Manual lumbar support for driver seat and 
front passenger seat

● ● ● ●

ergoComfort seats (AGR) for driver and  
front passenger NEW

— ● ● ●

03

01

02

1) Not available in conjunction with the roof blower and roof gallery.     2) Standard equipment in the new Caddy Style. Option at extra charge in the new Caddy Kombi, the new Caddy, and the new Caddy Life.     3) On 26 November 2015, the ergoComfort seat was awarded the AGR seal of approval by the Federal 
Association of German Back Schools and by the Forum Healthier Backs.     4) Not available in conjunction with the panoramic sunroof.     5) The Innovision Cockpit is a combination of the Digital Cockpit and a 10-inch Infotainment system.     6) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user 
account, and must log into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from vehicle handover to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.
com in order to use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     7) At extra cost once the initial We Connect Plus service period expires.     8) Only in conjunction with a device from the “Discover Media” navigation 
system that is compatible with CarPlay.     9) At an extra charge if renewed from the fourth year onwards.     10) To use We Upgrade items you need a Volkswagen ID user account, a valid We Connect contract, and you must be an authorised primary user, meaning your user account is linked to the specific vehicle. 
The vehicle must also have the technical functions and hardware required for the relevant We Upgrade. The primary user can view the We Upgrade functions available for each vehicle in the online shop or In-Car Shop.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer 
for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your country. 49The new Caddy – Equipment



• Standard equipment    • Optional equipment    – Not available

Equipment Kombi Caddy Life Style

Luggage compartment (continued)

Preparation for tow bar ● ● ● ●

Tow bar, rigid, maximum trailer weight of 1,500 kg ● ● ● ●

Tow bar, detachable, maximum trailer of 1,500 kg ● ● ● ●

Loading sill protection ● ● ● ●

“Premium” bicycle carrier6) for the tow bar ● ● ● ●

Extension set6) for a third bicycle ● ● ● ●

 Ramp6) for bicycle carrier ● ● ● ●

Driver assistance systems7)

Adaptive Cruise Control ACC 2.08) NEW ● ● ● ●

“Front Assist” with City Emergency Braking and with 
pedestrian/cyclist protection, swerve support and  
City Emergency Braking System NEW

● ● ● ●

Dynamic Road Sign Display9) ● ● ● ●

Cruise control incl. speed limiter ● ● ● ●

Lane change assistant “Side Assist” with 
Blind Spot Monitor and Rear Traffic Alert NEW

● ● ● ●

“Lane Assist” lane keeping system with counter 
steering assistance10) 

● ● ● ●

“Travel Assist” with “Emergency Assist”8) NEW ● ● ● ●

ParkPilot front and rear ● ● ● ●

“Rear View” ● ● ● ●

“Park Assist” parking steering assistance with  
Rear Traffic Alert NEW

● ● ● ●

“Trailer Assist” trailer manoeuvring system11) NEW ● ● ● ●

Daytime running lights. ● ● ● —
Daytime running lights with automatic lighting 
control, “coming home” and “leaving home” function

● ● ● ●

Light & Sight package ● ● ● ●

“Light Assist” main-beam control ● ● ● ●

Driver Alert System ● ● ● ●

Tyre Pressure Loss Indicator ● ● ● ●

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System, performs direct 
measurements NEW

● ● ● ●

Electronic parking brake with Auto Hold function ● ● ● ●

05

06

07

05 Loading sill protection. The robust plastic strip 
protects the painted bumper from scratches when 
loading and unloading. It is available in black and in 
stainless steel look. 

06 “Premium”6) bicycle carrier for the tow bar. It is 
pushed onto the ball coupling from above and allows 
the theft-proof transport of two bicycles with a 
maximum weight of 60 kg. To open the boot lid, it is 
simply folded down using a foot lever.

Extension set for a third bicycle.6) The extension 
enables you to transport a third bicycle.

06 Ramp for bicycles.6) You can use the stable ramp 
to wheel heavy bicycles or electric bikes onto the 
bicycle carrier.

07 Tow bar, detachable. The lockable tow bar can be 
removed easily when not in use. This makes it easier 
to manoeuvre, e.g. in small parking spaces. Like the 
rigid tow bar, it is designed for a maximum trailer 
weight of 1,500 kg (braked) and fitted with trailer 
stabilisation.

02 04

01 03

01 Coat hook. The passenger compartment features 
two practical coat hooks for hanging up your clothing.

02 Folding tables.2) Folding tables are built into the 
front seat backrests. They provide a practical surface 
and an integrated drink holder for passengers in the 
second row of seats.

Electric power closing. Electric power closing is 
available for the sliding doors and the boot lid. This 
function gently and quietly pulls the semi-closed 
doors the last few millimetres into the lock until they 
are engaged securely.

Equipment Kombi Caddy Life Style

Passenger compartment

Sliding door (701 mm), right-hand side ● ● ● ●

Sliding door (701 mm), left-hand side ● ● ● ●

Maxi sliding door (844 mm)1), left and right-hand side 
NEW

● ● ● ●

 Electric power closing for the sliding doors NEW ● ● ● ●

 Folding tables2) incl. drink holders on the front seat 
backrests

— ● ● ●

 3-seater bench seat (2-1) in the second row, with 
backrest adjuster; can be folded, double-folded and 
removed separately

● ● ● ●

 Two single seats (1-1) in the third row, can be folded 
and removed separately NEW

● ● ● ●

 Two single seats (1-1) in the third row of the Maxi, 
can be folded and removed separately NEW

● ● ● ●

230 V socket — ● ● ●

 Carpeted floor ● ● ● ●

 Rubber floor covering ● ● ● ●

One coat hook ● — — —
 Two coat hooks ● ● ● ●

 LED interior lighting ● ● ● ●

Luggage compartment

Tailgate with window ● ● ● ●

Electric power closing for the tailgate NEW ● ● ● ●

Rear wing doors with window ● ● ● ●

Rear window washer and wiper system ● ● ● ●

12 V socket ● ● ● ●

LED lighting NEW ● ● ● ●

LED tailgate spotlights NEW ● ● ● ●

Four3) fastening rings, foldable and retractable ● ● ● ●

Coat hook ● ● ● ●

Luggage compartment cover, roll-up4) ● ● ● ●

Luggage compartment cover, folding5) ● ● ● ●

Net partition, removable ● ● ● ●

Dirt protection package ● ● ● ●

03 Rear wing doors with window. The roof-height 
wing doors are split ⅔ to ⅓, with a maximum 
opening angle of around 180°. When open, they can 
be locked individually if you need to transport longer 
items.

04 Luggage compartment cover, roll-up.4) The roller 
blind stops people from being able to see into the 
luggage compartment and can also be removed as 
required.

1) Standard equipment in all versions of the Maxi.     2) The folding tables may only be used when the vehicle is stationary.     3) Six fastening rings in all versions of the Maxi.     4) Only available for the short wheelbase version.     5) Standard equipment in all 7-seater versions of the Maxi.     6) Option at 
extra charge from Volkswagen Accessories. Will be introduced at a later date.     7) Within the system thresholds.     8) Only available in conjunction with the dual-clutch gearbox (DSG).     9) Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     10) The driver must be prepared at all 
times to override the assist systems and is not released from their responsibility to drive with the utmost care.     11) Will be introduced at a later date.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras 
available in your country. 51The new Caddy – Equipment



• Standard equipment    • Optional equipment    – Not available

Equipment Kombi Caddy Life Style

Air conditioning and sun protection (continued)

Auxiliary water heater with remote control ● ● ● ●

Sun visors with ticket pockets and mirrors ● ● ● ●

Heated windscreen NEW ● ● ● ●

Heated rear window ● ● ● ●

Heat-insulating windows ● ● ● ●

Privacy glass in the passenger compartment ● ● ● ●

We Connect4) and We Connect Plus4), 5)

Breakdown Call NEW ● ● ● ●

Automatic Accident Notification NEW ● ● ● ●

Vehicle Status ● ● ● ●

Doors and Lights ● ● ● ●

Parking Position ● ● ● ●

Driving Data ● ● ● ●

Service Scheduling ● ● ● ●

Vehicle Health Report ● ● ● ●

Wi-Fi Hotspot6) NEW ● ● ● ●

Media Streaming6) NEW ● ● ● ●

Internet Radio6) NEW ● ● ● ●

Online Voice Control NEW ● ● ● ●

Online Traffic Information NEW ● ● ● ●

Online Map Update NEW ● ● ● ●

Online POI Search ● ● ● ●

Online Route Calculation ● ● ● ●

Online Destination Import ● ● ● ●

Filling Stations and Charging Stations ● ● ● ●

Parking Spaces ● ● ● ●

Remote Ventilation Control7) NEW ● ● ● ●

Online Auxiliary Heater7) ● ● ● ●

Area Alert ● ● ● ●

Online Anti-Theft Alarm ● ● ● ●

Horn & Turn Signals ● ● ● ●

Speed Alert ● ● ● ●

03 03

A B

04 03 Heat-insulating windows (A). Significantly 
reduces the heat in the vehicle interior. Privacy glass 
(B). Dark windows in the passenger compartment 
provide a high degree of privacy.

04 We Connect Plus Online Traffic Information.4), 5) 
Online Traffic Information issues warnings about 
traffic disruption, hazard zones or visual obstructions, 
and automatically calculates alternative routes.

We Connect Plus Wi-Fi hotspot.4), 5) The integrated 
Wi-Fi hotspot is part of the Streaming & Internet 
package and connects up to eight devices via a reliable 
internet connection. Data plans can be purchased 
directly on the infotainment system.

Equipment Kombi Caddy Life Style

Safety and security systems

Electric childproof lock NEW ● ● ● ●

eCall Emergency System NEW ● ● ● ●

Automatic Post-Collision Braking System ● ● ● ●

 Electronic Stabilisation Programme ● ● ● ●

 Anti-lock braking system ● ● ● ●

 Traction control system (ASR) ● ● ● ●

Electronic differential lock (EDL) ● ● ● ●

Front, side, curtain and interactive airbags for driver 
and front passenger

● ● ● ●

 Curtain airbags for the outer seats in the passenger 
compartment1)

● ● ● ●

 Three-point automatic seat belts with 
belt tensioners for the driver and front passenger 
and lap belt tensioner for the driver

● ● ● ●

Seat belt warning, front and rear ● ● ● ●

 ISOFIX and top tether ● ● ● ●

 Electronic immobiliser ● ● ● ●

Anti-theft alarm system with interior monitoring, 
back-up horn and anti-tow alarm

● ● ● ●

SAFELOCK ● ● ● ●

Central locking with two remote controls ● ● ● ●

“Keyless Start” keyless starting system NEW ● ● ● ●

Keyless locking and 
starting system “Keyless Access”2) NEW

● ● — —

Keyless locking and starting system “Keyless 
Advanced”2) NEW

● ● ● ●

Interior rear view mirror, manual dimming ● ● ● —
Interior rear view mirror, automatic dimming ● ● ● ●

Air conditioning and sun protection

Manual air conditioning system with electronic 
control incl. dust and pollen filter

● ● ● —

“Climatronic” two-zone air conditioning system incl. 
AirCare

● ● ● ●

Seat heating for driver seat and front passenger seat ● ● ● ●

Comfort ventilation in the passenger 
compartment3) NEW

● ● ● ●

1) Curtain airbags also in the third row of seats in the Maxi versions.     2) Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     3) Not available in conjunction with the panoramic sunroof.     4) To use We Connect services, you need to have a Volkswagen ID user account, and must log 
into We Connect with your username and password. In addition, a separate We Connect contract or We Connect Plus contract must be concluded online with Volkswagen AG. For We Connect Plus, you have 90 days from vehicle handover to register the vehicle at portal.volkswagen-we.com in order to 
use the services for the full duration of the agreed complementary period. Only available in conjunction with a compatible infotainment system.     5) At extra cost once the initial We Connect Plus service period expires.     6) Only available in conjunction with the Streaming & Internet package.      
7) Only available in conjunction with the “Climatronic” air conditioning system and the auxiliary water heater with remote control.     Illustrations include option at extra charge.  Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for details of the standard equipment and optional extras available in your 
country.

01 Front, side, curtain and interaction airbags. The 
new Caddy is equipped with one front airbag for the 
driver and one for the passenger. Interactive airbags 
prevent a collision between the driver and front 
passenger. And curtain airbags offer all passengers 
sitting on theouter seats protection in the event of a 
side-on collision.

02 “Climatronic” two-zone air conditioning system 
incl. AirCare. The fully automatic air conditioning 
system with allergen filter has several sensors and 
keeps the set temperature constant for the driver and 
front passenger.

03 Comfort ventilation in the passenger compartment. 
The blower integrated in the roof draws in warm or cool 
fresh air above the instrument panel and distributes it 
through five vents into the passenger compartment, 
where it reaches the third row of seats.

Keyless locking and starting system “Keyless 
Advanced”.2) Rummaging around for your car key is a 
thing of the past. The automatic locking and starting 
system means the vehicle key can remain in your 
pocket when you want to open the doors and start 
the vehicle.

03

02

01
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The vehicles shown in this catalogue may be equipped with options at extra charge. All of 
the information about equipment and technical data is based on the German market and 
reflects the information available at the time of printing. Your Volkswagen dealer will be 
happy to provide you with details on the products available in your country. Subject to 
change without notice. DSG® and 4MOTION® are registered trademarks of Volkswagen AG 
and other companies in the Volkswagen Group in Germany and in other countries. The fact 
that a trademark is not shown with an ® sign in this document cannot be interpreted to 
mean that this is not a registered trademark and/or that this mark can be used without prior 
approval in writing from Volkswagen AG. Volkswagen provides for the return and recycling 
of end-of-life vehicles. As such, all Volkswagen vehicles can be recycled and, subject to 
fulfilment of legal requirements, can be returned free of charge. Further information is 
available from your Volkswagen dealer, online at www.volkswagen.com or in Germany via 
the free-call phone number 0800 – Volkswagen (0800 – 86 55 79 24 36).

The use of We Connect mobile online services is possible using an integrated internet 
connection. Where network coverage is available, the data costs incurred in this context 
within Europe are borne by Volkswagen AG, with the exception of Streaming & Internet 
services. To use the Streaming & Internet services and the Wi-Fi hotspot, data bundles can 
be bought via an external mobile communications partner, Cubic Telecom, and used in many 
European countries which have network coverage. Information on prices and supported 
countries is available at vw.cubictelecom.com. Alternatively, it is possible to use internet 
radio and media streaming via a mobile device (e.g. a smartphone) that is enabled to 
function as a mobile Wi-Fi hotspot. In this case, the corresponding services are available 
only in conjunction with an existing or separately concluded mobile contract between you 
and your mobile provider, and only where coverage by the corresponding mobile network 
is available. Depending on your mobile phone tariff, receiving data from the internet may 
incur additional charges, particularly when using the phone abroad (e.g. roaming charges). 
To be able to use the free We Connect app, you need a smartphone with a suitable iOS or 
Android operating system and a SIM card with a data plan as part of an existing mobile 
phone contract between you and your mobile phone company, or with a contract concluded 
separately for this purpose. The availability of the individual We Connect and We Connect Plus 
services described in the packages may vary from country to country. The services are 
available during the agreed contractual period and may be subject to amendments or 
termination for the duration of the contract. Visit vwn.de/mod or contact your Volkswagen 
Commercial Vehicles dealer for more information. Please contact your network provider for 
information regarding your mobile phone tariff.

Protected for up to five years with the 
extended warranty.
More information is available at vwn.de/anschlussgarantie




